
Adrianna Mouzouras!!
Q: How do you plan to win the vote on June 16th?!
A: Campaigning, talking to my peers, and really just making sure to talk about 
what my goals are if I were to become student body president !!
Q: What do you hope to accomplish as student body president?!
A: I want to accomplish having more interaction between grades, not 
necessarily having events as big as Spirit Week, but smaller things that allow 
each grade, especially the ninth and tenth graders to meet their peers. Also, I 
want to work on policy. “See something, say something” is a common sign we 
see, but seeing it in our school will have a whole new meaning. If you see 
someone upset, say something. If you see someone being bullied or harassed, 
in school or out, say something. Then the smaller things like having more time 
between scanning and classes, Having better communication to the students 
and giving the students incentives for having perfect attendance or good 
grades that they would receive at the end of each year to motivate students.!!
Q:Who is involved with your campaign?!
A: Carlos Meyreles,Christina Craddick and Dasha Kofman.!
                                         !
Q: If you could pick any teacher in FMHS, which one do you look up to 
the most?!
A: Ms. Khalid, even though she has been out for a long time, I’ve learned a 
lot. As my advisor, she has taught me leadership skills, communication skills 
and a lot of things that not only help me in school, but also out. !!
                                         (Continued on Page 2)!
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Allison Schwartz!!
Q: How do you plan to win the vote on June 16th?!
A: Sure, I want to win, but that’s not how I have been planning my campaign 
thus far. I have geared all my energy into thinking about what makes me a 
viable candidate, and using my assets to plan what I hope will be an 
exemplary term. Yes, I have considered what it will take to win, and have 
worked hard on the logistics to get there, but that’s not how I want to be 
characterized. I want to put who I am - and will be - on the table, and what 
happens after that is for the voters to decide. I am working extremely hard to 
accomplish my goals in the way that I feel is the best representation of myself.!!
Q: What do you hope to accomplish as student body president?!
A: What a broad question! In the macro sense, I hope to develop the position 
so that it can become a catalyst for change and unification in the school 
community. Some of the broad areas that I am planning thus far are formation 
and organization of the position in the context of the government and the 
school, becoming an effective liaison between students and faculty, improving 
the retention rate, and fixing kinks in the grading system. In the micro sense, I 
have a working list of projects. Some that come to mind off the top of my head 
are changing the grading system to triple digits, having a more comprehensive 
freshman orientation, and reworking the advisory curriculum. I know some of 
these ideas may appear far fetched and beyond my powers, but if I have 
started a conversation, I have accomplished something. Assuming I’m elected, 
the thing I most want to be my legacy is setting a good example for those who 
will follow me.!!
                                              (Continued on Page 2)!!

BY NICK SIMON!
Students, if you have not 

heard by now, you should know 
that FMHS is close to electing its 
first ever student body president. 
Voters will cast votes at a town hall 
meeting on Monday, according to 
M s . K a t e H i c k e y, S t u d e n t 
Government advisor.!

The two candidates that voters will have to 
choose from are juniors Adrianna Mouzouras 
and Allison Schwartz, both current Student 
Government representatives for their eleventh 

grade advisories. Only Student Government 
reps were allowed to become a candidate. !

Both candidates have been at Frank 
McCourt the same amount of time, this being 

the only high school either one 
has ever attended.!
   Since this is a high school, 
students don’t know that many 
people outside of their own 
class. So this Q&A with the 
candidates is a chance for 
students in all grades to get to 
know more about these two 

candidates who will be vying for your vote from 
now until Election Day. !

Candidates responded by e-mail. Their 
responses are unedited.

THE FIRST PRESIDENT 

VOTING IS SCHEDULED FOR MONDAY
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What Does the Title 
‘President’ Mean? !
To make a choice for student body 
president, students must know what that 
title means. Ms. Hickey, the Student 
Government advisor, has defined the 
president’s role as a facilitator of Student 
Government meetings and a connection for 
students to the administration.  When 
asked about how the president will 
accomplish what the students want, Ms. 
Hickey said that the way to exercise their 

power and bring about change would be 
through meeting with the administration, 
the principal and assistant principal, Ms. 
Danielle Salzberg and Ms. Jessica 
Marchetti. So essentially, what students 
will be voting on Monday is who will be 
the head of Student Government next 
year. The student body president  has 
no separate or more power than any 
normal Student Government rep, so 
students should not get confused. !
— Nick Simon !

Mouzouras!
(Continued from Page 1)!!
Q: Why did you decide to run for student body president?!
A: I decided to run for student body president because I feel that it is important for the 
FMHS community to have a face that they know and can turn to when they have a 
suggestion or concern. Even though we have a student government, many people 
aren’t sure what we do, or who the reps are outside of their advisory, so having a 
president will give them a face to turn to.!!
Q: Do you think that it’s fair that only current Student Government members can 
run for student body president?!
A: I do think that it is fair because like I said in the previous question, only members 
from Student Government know how the meetings work, and knowing how the 
meetings work is important because they do have to be the ones facilitating those 
meetings. !!
Q: What are your qualifications for student body president?!
A: I feel that I qualify for student body president because of how much I am involved in 
the school community. I do sports, School Leadership Team meetings once a month, I 
am in Student Government, and I do volunteer myself if the school needs some. But 
aside from that, I feel that I am very personable, and that is what people would want 
their student body president to have. I’m friends with students from each of the grades, 
so I feel that is also good, if I were to become president, to really hear every grade’s 
voices, not just the upperclassmen. !!
Q: If you are elected, what would be your first top priority as student body 
president?!
A: The “See something, say something” policy mentioned in the second question and 
then focusing on interaction between grades and other student concerns. !!
Q: Why do you think that so few people decided to run for student body 
president?!
A: Honestly, I was surprised more people didn’t want to run, especially the 
representatives from the 10th and 11th grade. !

Schwartz!
(Continued from Page 1)!!
Q: Who is involved with your campaign?!
A: I have a couple of close confidants, like my friends Celia Olavson and Sonnie 
Kirschbaum, who help me with the brainstorming process. I have chosen to include 
mostly out of school friends to help me with things like my video, because I don’t want 
anybody to be too invested in my campaign. I want this election to be a democracy, 
so I want the student body to go in impartial. !!
Q: If you could pick any teacher in FMHS, which one do you look up to the 
most?!
A: I know this sounds fake, but I can’t pick just one. This isn’t just because they’re all 
great, but because they are all different. The qualities I look up to in some teachers 
are completely different than the qualities I look up to in others, and I don’t feel right 
comparing such separate entities. Just like their subjects, each teacher has their own 
purpose and provides us with different skills. Of course, for Student Government 
purposes, I look up to Ms. Hickey most because she cared enough to start up the 
Student Government in the first place and has done a great job advising us up till this 
point.!!
Q: Why did you decide to run for student body president?!!
A: This school has the potential to be great, and if I am able to look back in ten or 
twenty years and see that we have been a success, I want to have the honor of being 
its first student body president. I not only care about the school tremendously, but feel 
as if I can do a great job in the position. Frank McCourt gave me the skills to be 
successful in this position, and I want to repay it for that by using those skills to 
contribute positively to this community. I constantly find myself thinking of ideas to 
change the school for the better, and this is the perfect outlet to use those ideas. 
Maybe I’m the best for the position, maybe I’m not, but if I am, I’m not going to let that 
gift go to waste.!!
  Q: Do you think that it’s fair that only current Student Government members 
can run for student body president?!!
   A: Yes. Though those who are not in Student Government may not understand, if 
you ever serve you will. You need to build up to a role like this. Though you may be a 
great competent leader, you need to have experience to ensure success. Also, 
serving in Student Government before shows that you are interested in the position 
for more than the supposed power. If you are really interested in leading the school, 
get involved from the get go!!!
Q: What are your qualifications for student body president?!
A: First off, I have served on Student Government. I am one of the founders of my 
youth group board, where I’ve served as Social Action Vice President, Religious and 
Cultural Vice President, and President, so I have already held three positions in a 
government. I’m going to be a counselor this summer, and interned as one last year. I 
have lobbied on Capitol Hill for reproductive rights three years in a row. I am active in 
the North American Federation of Temple Youth (NFTY), which has given me 
experience as a programmer and general leader. I have been on bowling team, 
BuildOn, have been a paid SAT tutor, been a member of art club, have taught peer 
tutoring, and have participated in various conferences and protests for social action. If 
I get elected as Student Body President it will be my greatest accomplishment yet and 
I will treat it as such. !!
 Q: If you are elected, what would be your first top priority as student body 
president?!!
A: As the first person to hold any position, my top priority will be to define my role. The 
way I run things will determine the way others will in years to come. Chronologically, 
my first priority will be the freshmen because I want to be highly involved in their first 
weeks. A huge goal of mine is to increase retention rates, and I believe involvement 
early on can really determine that. I also want to have frequent meetings with staff, so 
setting the first round of those up will be a top priority. I do not know the situations that 
will arise next year, but I do know the structure I want to use to tackle them, and I 
want to set that up early on to ensure success. The one academic thing I will be sure 
to address early on is problems in the grading system. The ideas behind it are great, 
so I want to help it along so that it can benefit us all. !!
Q: Why do you think that so few people decided to run for student body 
president?!!
A: It is not that so few people decided to run, it is that so few people were eligible to 
run. In order to run, you need to have served as a Student Government 
representative. Especially since we are a relatively new club (we have only been 
around since second semester of last year), not that many have served yet. Only 
seven juniors were eligible to run, and many of them have prior engagements for next 
year. It may seem like two is a small number, but when you look at the numbers for 
much larger schools, they are around the same. !!

!

ADVICE 
from Jesse Robbins !
Q: I, like most people, took the SAT in May and I just got back 

my SAT scores. I don't really think I need to take it again but my 
mom keeps telling me I’m going to take another one. Why should I 
take another SAT if I’m satisfied with my score? - Anonymous!!

A: Taking another SAT has a chance to improve sections that you 
didn’t do so well on or wished you could have done better on. If you are 
offered anything that can help improve your scores, why wouldn't you 
take that opportunity? There are no consequences for taking an SAT; you 
can only move forward. ~Jesse!

Jesse Robbins is a pseudonym for several journalism students.!!
New online! See all the Advice columns in the archive at 

mccourtnews.wordpress.com. Click the Advice tab on the home page. 


